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for all the souls that can’t be saved 
 

i am forced to grapple with the fact that i cannot save the world 

i can barely save myself 

i will not be the hero elementary school me thought i would be 

i will not lead the masses to a safer heavenly shore 

i gave up on finding heaven when heaven gave up on me 

and i long for the catholic community my grandparents have somehow found 

but i can’t help but see my church as a line of ducks in a row 

ready to follow the pope wherever he goes 

ready to give us up to the hunters, ready to be the hunters 

because love isn’t the way of jesus after all 

it’s following arcane rules and growing up hating yourself because you can’t swim 

like the rest do 

hating the fact that i hit my knee every night and begged to find the light 

and still the world looked dark 
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i lit the candles on the altar before every mass but could not light the candle of faith 

the preacher swears is within me 

drowning under holy water believing i’d burn for my sins 

every question left unanswered 

i was abandoned at the place where all are welcome 

left to believe that the lord would create me this way 

set me up for a lifetime of hate at the hands of his people 

left to believe that he would use his divine power to make the choice for me 

so much for free will, i was forced to be a sinner 

apparently  

and eventually you just can’t take it anymore 

i do not carry my crosses in silence, and so i dropped the one that burdened me 

yet they still hang on my walls, gifts from my christening 

i cannot give up craving a connection with catholicism  

the same way i will not give up loving her 

somehow i cannot give up on jesus, even if he did give up on me 

i go through phases where i read the bible 

imagining this elaborate metaphor will somehow help me see things clearly 
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but my eyes have turned away from the light for too long 

the wine has run out, the bread no longer fills me 

i must have bled out whatever was within me 

leaving the scars of my penance as i begged him to forgive me 

and i heard them say that i am deserving of love and respect 

and i have hope that the tide is turning, that the church is a place i can belong 

then they turn around a year later and crucify us again 

so i have to come to terms with the fact that if dancing with her means i’m dancing 

with the devil, i might as well end up hell 

maybe she lit the match that’ll leave me burning  

but i was born covered in kerosene 

 

  


